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Abstract—Nowadays digitalization is one of the key drivers of insurance market development in Russia. Introducing InsurTech provides insurance companies with a number of competitive advantages, such as increasing speed of making decisions, opportunities for portfolio expansion, tools for risk assessment and fraud detection. Application of digital technologies helps them to increase effectiveness of business processes. Among all business processes of an insurance company we emphasize the most significant in terms of insurance service provision. Those include the processes of underwriting, conclusion and support of an insurance contract, settlement of an insured event. However, adoption of innovations blurs borders between business processes. The paper discusses InsurTech tools implemented in these business processes, evaluates the effectiveness of their use, identifies the associated risks. The conclusion is made that the risk of unauthorized access or use of personal data is the most significant. Another significant risk is the model risk arising from the imperfection of the models used, insufficient data or its poor quality. In addition to that, the impact of digitalization on the activities of insurance companies and its business processes should not be overestimated. Funding: The reported study was funded by RFBR, project number 20-01-00785.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Being a socio-economic mechanism and an accumulator of investment resources, the national insurance market is one of the most significant segments of not only the financial market, but also the entire market economy. However, the level of the Russian insurance market remains not high enough when compared to developed countries. Nowadays digitalization is one of the effective directions of its modernization [1]. Tsyganov, Bryzgalov conclude that the development of the insurance market substantially depends on the introduction of new technologies of the digital economy, which affect the insurance technology, but do not change its economic nature [2]. At the same time, digital technologies (InsurTech) are introduced less rapidly in insurance than in other areas of the financial sector of the economy, which is associated primarily with the traditional conservatism of insurance companies.

Application of InsurTech tools gives insurance companies a number of benefits. E.g. Cappiello notes the key importance of digital transformation as a strategic development priority while analyzing the role of innovative technologies in increasing the competitiveness of insurance companies [3]. Introduction of digital technology will increase the speed of decision-making in all business processes of the insurer. Cortis, Debattista, Debono, Farrell [4] believe that InsurTech allows the development of new personalized insurance products that meet modern customer needs. The introduction of digital technology allows the insurance company to expand its portfolio by taking specific risks, working with new segments and attracting insurers. Thus, in developing countries the use of mobile technologies is especially significant when promoting insurance [5]. Another advantage of using InsurTech is the ability to take into account real data to build a more accurate and individual assessment of risks taken by insurance [6], [7]. In addition to the said above, modern technology provides better opportunities for fraud detection and risk management of insurance companies [8].

However, despite the high activity of researchers in considering the InsurTech market, issues of studying ambiguous effect of digitalization, and, in particular, the risks associated with introducing new technologies into various business processes, still remain insufficiently developed.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The task of identifying those business processes of the insurance company, for which the implementation of InsurTech can have the greatest positive effect depending on the goals of such implementation, arises due to necessity of a balanced development of the Russian insurance market under the influence of the widespread adoption of digital technologies. Besides, the issue of the use of digital technologies in the insurance industry should be
accompanied not only by evidence and evaluation of the effectiveness of the use of a particular tool, but also by the identification and analysis of the risks associated with the introduction of such technologies for both the insurance company and its clients. This study is aimed at studying these issues.

III. RESEARCH METHODS

The research was carried out as follows. First, the main business processes of the insurance company that are directly related to the adoption of insurance risk (business processes of underwriting and signing an insurance contract) and provision of insurance service (business process of loss settlement) were identified. Then digital technologies that can be implemented in these business processes, as well as the advantages of their use were analyzed. Finally the risks of digitalization implementation were identified for each business process.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Activities of an insurer can be represented by a set of business processes [9]. The key business processes in the course of implementation and provision of insurance services are: underwriting, conclusion and support of an insurance contract, loss settlement. Modern digital technologies are actively used in every business process, reducing the costs of insurance companies on the one hand, and increasing the attractiveness of insurance products for customers on the other. However, introduction of InsurTech tools brings new risks, analysis of which is an extremely important task nowadays.

Underwriting is a risk assessment process for making a decision whether to sign an insurance contract or not and determining a fair insurance premium. Traditionally, such an assessment is made on the basis of historically accumulated statistical data on similar objects. The implementation of InsurTech makes it possible to construct such estimates based on real data, simplify risk assessment procedures and make them more accurate [10]. BigData and AI (Artificial Intelligence) technologies allow you to modify existing risk assessment techniques, increasing their accuracy. Telematics, wearables and IoT (Internet of Things) enable insurers to collect a large amount of real customer data used to build an individual risk assessment.

The business process of conclusion an insurance contract (and here we assume not only the fact of signing the insurance contract, but also the process of selling the insurance product) is associated with rather large expenses of the insurer for its implementation. These are expenses for: services of insurance intermediaries, paper forms of insurance contracts, rental of sales offices, labor of employees who consult clients and execute contracts, etc. InsurTech tools provide opportunities to reduce these costs, and, as a result, reduce the cost of insurance for a client. Chatbots and mobile applications are used to automate interaction with policyholders. This greatly simplifies the process of conclusion a contract for the insured, reduces the time for its execution, and eliminates the insurance intermediary from the sales chain, thus reducing the costs of the insurer.

Mobile and Internet technologies also help insurance companies to increase the efficiency of intermediaries, primarily insurance agents, by providing them remote access to certain data of the insurer's corporate information system. Using these tools, insurance agents can register, draw up insurance contracts and pay an insurance premium. Using AI to identify the needs of the insured, the insurer will be able to develop cross-selling more actively.

The process of support a contract consists of making changes and various adjustments to the current insurance contract, mainly at the initiative of the insured. Mobile applications and websites make the insurer available 24/7. This allows customers to notify the insurance company about the risk change under the contract online, and the insurance company makes it possible to promptly make changes to the insurance contract and advise the client on issues of his insurance. In addition to that, AI technologies help insurers to predict the possibility of extension of the contract and cross-sales at the stage of conducting an insurance contract. Telematics, wearables and IoT enable the insurer to monitor condition of the insured object in real time, control the level of risk and even give recommendations for reducing it.

Loss settlement is essentially one of the most important business processes of an insurance company, which includes steps from receiving an application for an insured event to making an insurance payment. A company that organizes it most conveniently for customers receives significant competitive advantages. Modern digital technologies contribute to the implementation of this principle [11]. Mobile applications allow a client to file a loss claim without visiting an office of an insurance company; telematics, wearables and IoT make it possible to establish the occurrence of an insured event; AI algorithms conduct an initial damage assessment [12], modern software reduces the use of human labor in processing claims and can be used for making an automatic decision on an insured event. When providing insurance services for voluntary medical insurance, insurance companies use medical chatbots that can recognize the main symptoms of the disease and guide the client to an appropriate specialist when an insured event occurs.

The use of modern technologies also equips insurance companies with new tools to detect cases of fraud [13]. E.g. the use of AI allows to identify suspicious claims and falsified documents, cloud and mobile technologies make it possible to obtain information about duplicate or overestimated claims, inconsistency of data of the insured, etc. in real time.

However, in addition to the obvious benefits, digital technologies also pose new risks. Introduction of IoT technologies is perceived as a serious invasion of privacy, since they can be considered as a tool for obtaining personal data about a client [14]. For example, installing appropriate telematics devices on a car will give the insurer an opportunity to obtain data on the vehicle’s travel routes, policyholder’s preferences, mode of his day, etc. Thus, the use of telematics, wearables and IoT entails the risk of unauthorized access to and use of personal data. The task of ensuring the confidentiality of consumers and their personal data during the implementation of InsurTech is of great importance.

The use of AI technologies allows the insurer to conduct an individual assessment of the risk taken on insurance and
reduce the risks of fraud, but their use can lead to unreliable results due to modeling errors or poor data quality, including the case of data lack. The use of mobile technologies leads to the insurer’s additional risk of incorrect data input by the insured, either intentionally or not. Risks of the impact of the introduction of digitalization in individual business processes of the insurer are briefly presented in the table 1 below.

It is worth noting the presence of potential gaps in the existing regulatory framework governing the activities of insurance intermediaries in the implementation of InsurTech. The use of modern technologies, such as comparison websites and provision of robo-advice, entails the need to create rules that protect customers in relations with digital intermediaries [15].

### TABLE I. SUMMARY OF USING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN BUSINESS PROCESSES OF INSURANCE COMPANY AND ASSOCIATED RISKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business processes of insurance company</th>
<th>Conclusion and selling of an insurance contract</th>
<th>Support of an insurance contract</th>
<th>Settlement of an insured event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>InsurTech tools</strong></td>
<td>Telematics, wearables, Internet of Things</td>
<td>Chatbots, mobile application</td>
<td>Mobile application and websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big Data Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk</strong></td>
<td>Risk of unauthorized use of personal data</td>
<td>Fraud Risk, Risk of incorrect data entry</td>
<td>Risk of unauthorized use of personal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Risk Data Risk</td>
<td>Model Risk Data Risk</td>
<td>Model Risk Data Risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another significant risk is the model risk arising from the imperfection of the models used, insufficient data or its poor quality. In order to reduce this risk, it makes sense for insurance companies to constantly monitor the effectiveness of the digital technologies, models and techniques used in each business process.

In addition, the impact of digitalization on the activities of insurance companies and its business processes should not be overestimated. Firstly, it is necessary to carefully weigh the costs of implementing appropriate technologies and its final economic effect. And secondly, there are several stages of individual business processes where artificial intelligence cannot replace a human at the moment.
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